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As technology evolves, the networks we use to communicate with each other are changing. New
technology has sparked tremendous innovation, and that is a good thing. Today, the Commission takes
important steps to facilitate the transitions to next generation networks by proposing some commonsense, technology-neutral rules designed to protect public safety, consumers, and competition as the
transitions move forward.
In particular, the item we adopt today tackles some of the most important policy questions posed
by the transitions. For example:
o

How do we protect consumers’ access to emergency communications during power outages?

o

How do we promote greater transparency to the public regarding these transitions, so
consumers are sufficiently informed and can make the best decisions for themselves?

o

How do we preserve competitive choices in communications services?

The Commission has no higher priority than its public safety responsibilities. We must ensure
Americans are confident that the services they rely on to reach first responders are resilient, and that they
have reliable access to communications services when they need it most – whether it’s during a natural
disaster, a power outage or a life-threatening emergency. The proposals we adopt in today’s item would
establish an “expectations” framework for supplying backup power – consumers need to know what they
can expect from their providers, and when they have to step up. This framework is designed to encourage
innovative solutions – not mandate specific technologies.
One of the easiest ways for these transitions to falter is if consumers are not adequately informed.
Consumers need to have access to accurate information about the choices available to them, as carriers
transition to next generation networks. We have seen what happens when consumers are ill-informed and
new services do not meet consumers’ fundamental needs. The proposals in today’s item would ensure that
consumers are armed with the information they need to make the best decisions for them.
Finally, promoting and protecting competition through the tech transitions is also critical to
ensuring that our nation’s networks continue to facilitate economic growth and investment. When service
providers compete, customers and businesses large and small win through better prices and improved
services. The proposals in today’s item would ensure that the competition consumers and businesses
enjoy today continue through the transitions.
This is not a matter of old vs. new technologies. Rather, it concerns a simple question: as we
reach the tipping point at which the older networks and services are turned off, will the transitions to the
next generation networks benefit all Americans or will we allow some to fall through the cracks? I firmly
believe that we can facilitate the transitions, even while ensuring that the benefits accrue to everyone.

